RICHARD HUDSON: THE LIKENESS OF BEING

The vast majority of sculptors - both historical and contemporary

yet astonishingly powerful, the Willendorf Venus and her sisters

- have been and are men. Most of these male artists have

stand testament to the centrality of the naked (often sexually

explored and celebrated the female form, at times to the virtual

provocative or fecund), female gure in the history of our species.

exclusion of other interests. In this Richard Hudson is no
exception. His subject is almost exclusively the landscape of the
female body: its particularity, its essential form, and the attributes
that distinguish it. This obsession is about love: love of the
opposite, of the other half of the

love of the mother gure,

of the sexual partner, of the feminine archetype (from Madonna
to screen goddess). He is not interested in capturing the detail
of verisimilitude; rather he is concerned with the essential, and
therefore with the universal. Hudson pares and polishes the
female figure almost to the point of abstraction-but he holds
bac this process of simpli cation, never allowing the gurative
reference to slip away. In the process, individuality is relinquished
in favour of iconic symbols of the collective.

There is no doubt that Hudson’s work is sexually charged and
often erotic. This has much to do with the reduction of form to
the curve of hip, stomach and breast that stand symbolically for
(are the essence of) the female. In the removal of all but these
fundamental elements of the figure, exaggeration (sometimes
extreme) results-thus emphasizing the sexuality of the female
body. In this Hudson echoes his most ancient of forbears, the
unknown artists of the Palaeolithic who carved those exquisite,
gurines with which we are all familiar

Duke of Devonshire, Marilyn Monroe and Richard Hudson
at Chatsworth, 2009
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Working on LOVE ME at the artist's studio in Madrid, 2008
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Devoid of their original context, their potency is nevertheless

at the beginning of his career) emphasized the importance of

evident to us today. The sexuality of Hudson’s figures has

working directly with his chosen material. As Moore before him,

something to do too with his own passion for his subject: for

working in bronze requires Hudson to make the parent form - that

women yes, but as a sculptor, there is an overriding engament -

is the initial handmade version of a new sculpture - in plaster.

a love affair if you will - with his materials and his process.
Hudson’s working method is rooted in the tradition of direct
The depiction of the male, as well as the female nude, in both

physical contact with his materials and the personal creation of

painting and sculpture has been a continuous preoccupation

each sculpture. He is dismissive of the atelier system of studio

in the Near Eastern / Antique and Classical / Western tradition

assistants who do the work at the direction of the master. An

of art. How could it not be so? It is concerned with the direct,

equally important commitment to the utilization of his materials

intimate exploration and expression of our humanity. The nude

in an innovative way is evident in his sculptural vocabulary. The

depicted may be speci c to an individual likeness, a generality of

sense of his chosen material being (sometimes literally) stretched

type, or the symbolic embodiment of an idea. Richard Hudson’s

to the edge of its capacity is a central theme in his work. The

work is almost certainly the result of an amalgam of all three.

daring and ingenuity of Hudson’s sculpted forms engage and

While conscious of the long history of his chosen subject,

delight us. Bronze is made to express rhythms and curves

Hudson is naturally drawn to the sculptors of the recent past as

beyond the apparent intractability of the material. gravity-defying

his heroes and exemplars. The directness and simplicity of the

‘drawings in space’ are the result. The extreme elongation of the

work of Romanian Constantin

) is re ected

legs in WOMAN X or WOMAN VI deny one’s understanding of

in Hudson’s insistence on direct engagement with materials, and

the solidity and weight of bronze. It seems extraordinary that the

in his need to simplify and reduce his forms to the emblematic.

metal can be drawn out to such a degree, while still retaining

Hudson’s sometimes highly polished surfaces carry an echo of

the strength to support the sculpture as a whole. The cantilever

s own smoothly nished, highly sophisticated, elemental

of the simpli ed torsos in Mother and Child is supported by the

forms. There is a relationship too with the (often suggestive)

nest of columnar legs that hint at their origin in the observation

biomorphic forms of Dada artist Jean Arp (1887-1966), who

of wading flamingos. The tenderness and protection implicit in

combined the elemental with a surreal humour. That Hudson

the MOTHER AND CHILD relationship is palpable. In one of

shares this humorous intent can be seen in the form and title

Hudson’s most recent bronzes The Likene

of his sculptures FROg WITH FLy, Te To TeRone, and My

joined torsos flow into the refined curve of attenuated legs to

MAIDEN AuNT. As an Englishman, Hudson recognizes the debt

create a light, impossibly balanced bridge-like form. Like so

contemporary gurative (and indeed much of abstract) sculpture

many of Hudson’s sculptures, this is monumental in intention,

owes to Henry Moore (1898-1986). Moore’s two main themes of

if not yet in scale. There is innovation too in the use of other

mother and child, and of the single female gure, are re ected

traditional sculptural materials. In Marilyn Monroe, the patterning

in Hudson’s own interests. While Moore moved comfortably

of laminated wood, far from being hidden or suppressed, is

between gurative and abstract form, his art was always rooted

employed in the accentuation and articulation of body - form.

in the visible world. In common with Hudson, Moore (at least

The flowing movement of the body as it moves forward is

rancusi

of Bein , co-
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haLiCe in the a

enhanced by the structure of the composite material revealed

before him. But Hudson has no doubts about the importance

under Hudson’s hand. It is as though he ‘paints’ the articulation of

of his enterprise. He works in the spirit of a crusade: for the

breasts, navel and buttocks with the particular characteristics of

re-establishment of (primarily figurative) sculpture, created in

his material.

permanent and enduring form. He is not however, intent on the
repetition of what has gone before. His concern is to take forward

The play on our perceptions - between lightness, weightiness,

the tradition with which he is aligned. he may not t the art world

fineness and solidity - can also be reversed. In deference to

criteria of ‘the new’ or ‘avant-garde’, but Richard Hudson is none-

the nature of the material from which it is cast, in the sculpture

theless a contemporary artist, with contemporary concerns, who

LITTLE MOMA the soft pliability of the living breast is made hard

seek to push the capabilities of his materials further than they

and weighty, sitting, as it does, rmly on its plinth. et here too

have been taken before. While many of the sculptures are human

the solidity of bronze is subverted by a highly polished surface,

in their scale, Hudson’s ambition encompasses a determination to

reflective of both light and its surroundings, thus making of it

create landmark public sculpture, architectural in scale.

an insubstantial object, never at rest. uncharacteristically for a

of such size has its historical precedent too. The Ancient greeks

sculptor working in bronze, Hudson delights in the attractiveness

and Egyptians, among others, portrayed their gods and heroes

of the surface he creates: he understands our desire to touch, to

on an epic scale. Our modern world has its examples too of the

fondle and to cherish.

desire to embody our aspirations and our imaginative response
to the world in sculptures of giant dimension, Anthony gormley’s

There can be no doubt of the conviction with which Hudson

Angel of the North is one of the most recent and most celebrated

is engaged as an artist. Working primarily in bronze, he has

examples of this. For Hudson, the challenge is not, however,

chosen a material with a long and celebrated pedigree. He is

simply one of scale. His intention is to work on an architectural

thus deliberately positioned within a tradition that is no longer

scale in bronze, with all of the technical and logistical problems

central to the public perception of what is ‘contemporary’ in

that that entails.

art. As a sculptor he functions within a cultural environment
Lynne green

where traditional means and materials of art have been largely
undermined by new technologies and the transient desire

BRiTi h aR
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to shock, astonish, amuse and entertain. The history and

DIRECTOR HAyWARD gALLERy, LONDON

celebrity of his artistic lineage might overawe a less con dent or
determined mind. giants of art’s history have travelled this path
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Works
2001 - 2011
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MADONNA
Edition of 3 + 2 AP
Bronze
Height: 100 cm
2001
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EMBRACE
Edition of 9 + 3 AP
Bronze
Height: 46 cm
2001
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haLiCe

Edition of 9 + 3 AP
Bronze
Height: 43 cm
2001
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MARILyN MONROE
Edition of 9 + 3 AP
Bronze
Height: 47 cm
2002
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WOMAN XIV
Edition of 9 + 3 AP
Bronze
Height: 48 cm
2006
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WOMAN III
Edition of 9 + 3 AP
Bronze
Height: 50 cm
2003
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WOMAN VIII
Edition of 9 + 3 AP
Bronze
Height: 56 cm
2003
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WOMAN V
Edition of 5 + 2 AP
Bronze
Height: 120 cm
2006
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WOMAN VII
Edition of 9 + 3 AP
Bronze
Height: 43 cm
2003
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MOTHER AND CHILD
Edition of 9 + 3 AP
Bronze
Height: 67 cm
2005
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WOMAN X
Edition of 3 + 2 AP
Bronze
Height: 300 cm
2005
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The Likene

of Bein

Edition of 9 + 3 AP
Bronze
Height: 79 cm
2005
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